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THUNDER

A universal set in standard camouflage  

version or brown with 3M Thinsulate  

insulation. pp 4-5.

IRON

A combination of membrane  

and airy fabrics, in camouflage  

or brown. Lady version is now  

available. pp 10-11.

ARCTIC PRO

Down insulated winter set fitted  

with a membrane. The highest  
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materials. pp 22-23.
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20 years have passed since Tagart  
brand designed their first piece of hunting 
clothing. Since the very beginning  
of our existence we have been striving  
to make our clothes feature high comfort 
of use and precise finish.  
 

Today we are proud to admit that our  
vast experience and passion is reflected 
in the design of clothes which meet very 
strict requirements of hunting clothing.  
Innovative technological solutions,  
best quality materials and following 
 

modern fashion trends allow our products 
to be appreciated among people hunting 
in all parts of the world.  
 
Join them by choosing Tagart brand. 
Follow nature!

Good clothes - Good well-being
Good well-being - Discerning beauty
Discerning beauty - Human
Human - Nature
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FLEX

TECHNOLOGIES

The system provides maintaining appropriate micro climate at a very high level. Now, thanks to ZEPHYR system not only do you have efficient ventilation 
at your disposal, but also you may adjust its intensity to your current needs. The driving force of ZEPHYR ventilation is the user’s movement.  
Regulated ventilation slits are placed in such a way, that with every move air is sucked into areas which are most prone to sweating. In case of jackets,  
air slits are situated on the sides. The system is complemented with regulated outlet openings, fitted on the back of the sleeves. Trousers are fitted  
with ventilation slits on inner thighs. While walking, the slits act as inlet and outlet of airflow. 

High collar hood makes carrying weapons easy as it does not fall flat on the shoulders. Front drawcord allows for adjusting the girth to the shape of user’s 
face, providing optimal protection , even in adverse weather conditions. Horizontal depth regulation provides good fit at the back of the hood, and a special 
profile allows for exposing ears. FLEX hood firmly holds on the head. Without limiting the range of sight it makes orientation in the field easier. Independent 
peak protects the eyes from rain and wind. When necessary the hood may be detached from the jacket.

Despite wide availability of synthetic insulation materials, we take advantage of natural down insulation in particular products. Delicate natural down,  
featured by water fowl, contains as much as 1 million feathers per 1kg. The down which we use comes from Polish goose farms, which are considered to 
be among the best in the world.  Apart from excellent thermal-insulating properties, down is a perfect heat conductor. Thanks to a high level of heat capaci-
ty we experience the warmth almost instantly. High quality down retains its proprieties for many years. After being compressed numerous times  
it returns to its original shape.

Clothes designed for difficult weather and terrain conditions are fitted with polyurethane membranes, in most cases implementing additional taped seams. 
After adding waterproof zips we can guarantee waterproof and windproof properties while maintaining the highest rate of breathability. Because of the 
nature of use we pay attention to make the layers of the set as silent as possible.

Most of our shirts are produced from cellulose fibres, sourced from the wood of deciduous trees. Fabrics containing modal are very pleasant to the skin 
and touch, resistant to pilling. Modal fibres can absorb about 50% of moisture more than popular cotton. Thanks to a smooth surface of fibres it retains its 
softness and elasticity even after being washed numerous times, providing appropriate maintenance has been observed.

OUR SOLUTIONS

ZEPHYR
Regulated ventilation system,  
works with the user

FLEX
Wide hood adjustment system.  
Maximum comfort, minimum  
constraints.

ZEPHYR FLEX
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THUNDER THERMO
Thunder set, additionally insulated with 3M™ Thinsulate™ fabric, is perfect for mild winter. Efficient 
polyurethane membrane, tapped seams. Effectively protects from wind, chill and rain- snow falls, 
while retaining light weight and maximum freedom of movement. Fire camouflage trimmings fitted  
on shoulders, improving safety during the hunt. The ZEPHYR ventilation system and FLEX hood  
are used in the set. Available sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

THUNDER 3DX
Lightweight transitional set in a three dimensional 3DX camouflage, suitable for difficult terrain and 
changeable weather conditions. Fabric fitted with a membrane, taped seams. High-tech materials 
allowed for weight reduction, while retaining the highest parameters of use. The DWR hydrophobic 
finish allows for better moisture distribution from the surface of the fabric and enhances functionality 
while approaching the prey. The ZEPHYR ventilation system and FLEX hood are used in the set. 
Available sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.

3M™ Thinsulate™
Warmth without additional weight and volume 
- this has been the motto of Thinsulate™ 

insulation for  more than 30 years. The use of very fine fibres allows  
for binding larger amount of air particles. Lightweight and thin insulation 
provides thermal comfort, without limiting the comfort of use.

REFLEX HATS
Hat fitted with retractable ear flaps, made from fabric in 3DX camouflage, green fleece with  
a membrane or soft fabric known from Gomera Classic set. Adjustable drawcord at the back.  
The top of the hat may be turned over to the other side in bright orange colour. The hat significantly 
increases safety during the hunt. Available hat sizes: S (<= 54 cm), M (55-56 cm), L (57-58 cm),  
XL (59-60 cm), 2XL (>= 61 cm). 

THUNDER THERMO

3DX CAMOUFLAGE
Photo realistic, four-level, three dimensional Beyondvision 3DX camouflage has been 
designed with greatest attention to detail. The detailed pattern incorporates eight tones 
including oak and birch stems, branches and leaves, pine branches with needless.  
Such pattern allows for blending in with the surrounding during various seasons.  
The print has been made using a technology which increases resistance to external factors.

THUNDER 3DX
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JACKET:
– durable outer shell with efficient membrane and taped seams
– goose down insulation inside a layer independent from outer shell
– ZEPHYR ventilation system, openings at the sides of the jacket and back of the sleeves
– the jacket does not raise while putting hands up
– elevated collar, soft finish on the inside
– detachable, high FLEX hood, adjustable circumference and depth
– pocket fitted an the sleeve containing hi-vis band
– adjustable circumference of cuffs, waist and bottom of the jacket

TROUSERS:
–  fabric with a membrane and taped 

seams
– goose down insulation inside
–  ZEPHYR ventilation system,  

openings at the internal side thighs
–  at the bottom of the leg long cuffs 

with adjustable band
–  five pockets (two at the back,  

two at the front, one fitted on thigh)

ARCTIC PRO
An improved version of Arctic Jacket with down insulation. Designed  
to ensure the highest comfort in difficult winter conditions. Laminated 
outer shell with high quality membrane. tapped seams and waterproof 
zips efficiently protect from rain/snowfall and wind. Natural down  
insulation from Polish geese is stored inside small double layered 
compartments which are independent from the outer shell fabric.  
It guarantees thermal comfort in a wide range of temperatures  
and limiting weight at the same time. ZEPHYR ventilation system 
allows for adjustable ventilation where and when it is necessary. 
Functional and comfortable cut, with numerous pockets situated 
conveniently.

FLEX
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ARCTIC PRO

ARCTIC GLOVES
Warm gloves, matching the Arctic Pro and Gomera 
Pro Brown sets. Special cut allows for combining 
comfort of use with effective protection from cold. 
Soft  fleece lining inside, inner trimmings provide 
firm grip and resistance to damage.  
The index finger side seam hides an opening 
which allows handling the trigger precisely. 
European sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

PIRX EAR FLAP HAT
Insulated ear flap hat, efficiently protecting  
your head from chill, wind and rain/snow falls.  
Outer shell  with membrane, strong  
thermal insulation and pleasant to the touch  
finish made of faux fur.  
Available sizes: 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 cm.
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GOMERA CLASSIC MEN
GOMERA CLASSIC LADY 
GOMERA PRO 3DX
GOMERA PRO BROWN 
Insulated winter set, which thanks to a comfortable cut and high durability, 
has been a favourite among our customers. It is fitted with numerous pockets. 
Regulated cuffs, waist and braces length. Adjustable and foldable hood which 
may be hidden in the collar. The sides of the jacket may be opened to make 
sitting down easier. Trousers with an elevated back and braces. Legs may be 
opened up to knee height, profiled knees.
Classic version is an example of traditional solutions. It is made of soft, 
durable and very silent fabric without a membrane. Thanks to plain colour the 
jacket may be worn not only during the hunt. 
The new product in our offer is the ladies version of Gomera Classic set, 
tailored to fit female build while retaining all functional benefits.
The PRO versions made of a lightweight and durable fabric with an efficient 
polyurethane membrane, and fitted with taped seams. In result the set effecti-
vely protects from wind and rain/snowfalls.
Sets available in a photorelistic 3DX camouflage or in plain brown colour. 
Hydrophobic DWR finish, fabric pleasant to the touch, quiet and durable.
Men sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL; Ladies sizes: XS, S, M, L, 2XL, 3XL.

GOMERA
CLASSIC

MEN

GOMERA
CLASSIC

LADY

GOMERA
PRO 3DX

GOMERA
PRO BROWN

SMART HATS
Smart hats complement the Arctic Pro , Gomera Pro Brown and Pro 3DX sets. 
foldable ear flaps with internal fleece insulation. On the side a convenient  
rubber band to hold a tiny pine tree branch. Available in brown or olive colour,  
and 3DX camouflage. Sizes: S (<= 54 cm), M (55-56 cm), L (57-58 cm),  
XL (59-60 cm), 2XL (>= 61 cm).

SMART GLOVES
Gloves are fitted with fold-away mittens which may be attached to the back  
of the hand. Such solution allows for combining the possibility of high  
performance with efficient protection from bitter frost. Available in brown colour 
and 3DX camouflage. Sizes: 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 cm.
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GOMERA CLASSIC

GOMERA CLASSIC LADYGOMERA PRO 3DX
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IRON CAP
Cap supplements the IRON set. 
Available in Olive and 3DX camo-
uflage. Adjustable strap with 
a buckle at the back. Sizes: M,L,XL.

GOLF
Summer flat hat matching IRON set 
in 3DX camouflage or available in 
brown. Made from H300 fabric. Sizes: 
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 cm. 

IRON 3DX MEN/LADY
IRON OLIVE MEN/LADY
Functional hunting jacket designed for active hunting in changeable weather con-
ditions. Different types of fabric which have been used vary in such parameters 
as breathability, water resistance and durability depending on active areas of the 
body. Such a design ensures maximum comfort and thermal control. Available 
in brown colour and with 3DX camouflage. The ZEPHYR ventilation system has 
been fitted in the set.

Men sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.  
Ladies sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL.

JACKET:
– fabric with membrane on the shoulders and waist
– comfortable cut provides full freedom of movement
– FLEX hood, a unique ability to adapt and adjust
– adjustable cuffs and bottom of the jacket
– air vents of ZEPHYR system situated under the arms and back of sleeves
– durable H300 fabric
– breathable mesh lining
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IRON 3DX LADY

TROUSERS:
– elevated rear, rubber waistband sewn in the waist
– profiled knees
– vents of ZEPHYR system on the thighs
– fabric with membrane in key locations
– durable H300 fabric
– breathable mesh lining

RAIN HAT
Convenient hat made of fabric matching Rain, Gomera 
Pro Brown i Arctic Pro sets. Fabric with membrane,  
ear and neck protector, fleece insulated, hidden inside.  
Sizes: 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 cm. 

PERTH HAT
Universal hat in olive colour. The hat maintains  
the shape thanks to stiffeners and stitches around  
the brim. Sizes: 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 cm. 
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WING MEN
WING LADY
Very light in weight quilted vest  
insulated with down. Durable  
two-sided nylon lining, effective  
thermal insulation made of high  
quality goose down (FP 800).  
Folded takes up very little space. 
Comfortable pockets to keep  
hands in. It is ideal for various  
events, not only hunting. Perfect  
to be used either as outer clothing  
to be worn over a shirt or a jumper,  
as well as a warming vest worn  
under a jacket.
Lady sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL. 
Men sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.

WAVE MEN
WAVE LADY
Warm quilted jacket, down 
insulated. Outer shell is made from 
a lightweight and durable nylon. 
Effective thermal insulation  
consists of high quality goose  
down. Comfortable pockets  
to keep hands in. Suitable  
not only for hunting events.  
Thanks to  highly compressed  
down takes up little storage  
space. Lady sizes:  
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL,  
Men sizes: S, M, L, XL,  
2XL, 3XL, 4XL.

WINTER FIRE THERMO VEST
Insulated vest in FIRE camouflage. Increases visibility and safety, without 
attracting the animal attention. Effectively protects from wind, and the insulation 
provides additional thermal insulation. Cut does not limit movement, openings at 
the sides with sewn in rubber band. On the front pockets and rubber ammunition 
carrier bands. Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

WINTER FIRE VEST
Vest to be worn over outer clothing increases safety during a group hunt. t 
BEYONDVISION FIRE camouflage is visible to the human eye from a significant 
distance, even in unfavourable weather conditions, but does not attract the attention 
of animals.

GOMERA CLASSIC VEST
Vest with quilted insulation, made from soft and durable fabric, known from 
Gomera winter set. Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.

WINGWAVE

WINTER FIRE
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TERRAIN PRO 

TERRAIN PRO
Trousers made from durable H300 
fabric, available in a comfortable  
and convenient cut. Trimmings made 
from durable fabric fitted on profiled 
knees. Seven functional pockets,  
including pocket for a knife and pockets 
with ammunition carrier bands. Sizes:  
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL.

FROST
Combat trousers in a traditional cut, 
made of durable softened cotton of 
high density. Ideal to wear in the period 
from autumn to spring. Back and thigh 
pockets fitted with velcro fastening.
Very warm trousers which protect from 
cold thanks to a thick cotton weave.
Sizes: length 108 and 113 cm.  
Waist: from 78 to 122 cm every 4 cm.

TREVOR
Jeans-type trousers in a traditional cut. 
Durable high quality cotton fabric which 
is pleasant to the touch. Thanks to the 
addition of elastane the trousers fit the 
body better, push out less and ensure 
greater freedom of movement. The 
product is available in brown and beige 
colours. Sizes: length 108 and 113 cm. 
Waist: from 78 to 122 cm every 4 cm.

ENDURO
Classic cut combat trousers made  
of durable and pleasant to the touch  
cotton fabric of high density.  
The trousers fit the body better, push  
out less, and ensure greater freedom  
of movement thanks to addition  
of Spandex. Profiled knees.
Sizes: length 108 and 113 cm.  
Waist: from 78 to 122 cm every 4 cm.

TREVORGOMERA CLASSIC
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VOLDA JACKET,
VOLDA TROUSERS
Soft shell jacket made from three-layered fabric, 
laminated with an efficient membrane with a 
hydrophobic finish. Adjustable fixed hood. 
Effectively protects from wind and chill, retaining 

warmth by the body. Elevated 
hood collar protects from 

wind. Elastic fabric and 
tailored cut guarantee full 

freedom of movement. 
Ventilation openings on 
the sides of the jacket 
and on the backs of 
the sleeves, ensure 
efficient ZEPHYR sys-
tem ventilation. Three 
zip pockets. Adjustable 
drawcord at the bottom. Unisex 

model. Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.
The new offer for the current season are VOLDA trousers which ,thanks 

to properties of used materials, provide the highest comfort of use and 
protection from changeable weather conditions. Comfortable cut, functional 

pockets, profiled knees. Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL.

CRAMP MEN, CRAMP LADY
The Cramp set features functional jackets and trousers for 
both men and women, available in khaki and beige colours. 
Tailored cut, unique fabric composition combining the 
advantages of viscose (79%), durability of polyamide and the 
elasticity of Spandex (3%). The construction of Cramp set 
features light weight, high elasticity, durability and high rate 
of extracting moisture. Thanks to high elasticity it ensures 
full freedom of movement and fits the body. Zipped jacket 
with high collar, two zip pockets. Trousers fitted with a rubber 
band which adjusts the waist. Pockets to keep hands in and 
additional pocket on the leg.  
The set is particularly recommended for long hikes, all day 
use out in the open and while driving a car. Very comfortable 
while travelling. JACKETS: men sizes S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 
4XL, ladies sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL. TROUSERS, men 
sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL, ladies sizes: length 
30 or 32 inch, waist: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

CRAMP
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LENA
Shirt containing MODAL, 
light beige with fine checked 
pattern. Fabric with UPV 20 
filter, protecting from harmful 
sun radiation. Very pleasant 
to the touch and durable, 
efficiently extracts moisture., 
easy to iron. Foldable 
sleeves., fastened with side 
straps, decorative suede 
details, pockets fastened 
with loops.Ladies European 
sizes: 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 
46, 48.

REN
Very pleasant to the touch softened fabric which is a combination of cotton, Ryon 
and polyester. Classic hunting cut. Suede finish fitted on pocket flaps and collar. 
Hunting style buutons imitate antlers. Viscose lining. The olive blend is perfect  
for all hunting events. Sizes: height - 176 and 182 cm, chest from 92 to 120 cm,  
every 4 cm.

BOWER
Elegant ladies blazer made from high quality beige fabric, dark trimmings 
finish. Composition: 80% wool, 20% polyester. Faux antler buttons. 
Sizes: A from 36 to 40; B from 36 to 48.

VOLDA

BOWER

LENA
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    HORN ZIP
Zipped up sweater with a short collar, membrane lining protecting 
from wind. Zip pockets, faux suede trimmings fitted on shoulders,  
pocket edges and along the zip. Fine weave from durable yarn  
combines the advantages of wool and acrylic (each 50%).  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

LINWOOD
Short collar sweater fitted with a zip. Faux suede trimmings fitted on 
elbows and shoulders. Front of the sweater in a decorative „rice” weave, 
back and sleeves in a durable, fine stitch. Yarn combines the advanta-
ges of wool and acrylic (each 50%). Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

LINWOOD
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FOX
Warm jumper made of a high quality fleece, a zip is fitted 
on all length. three zip pockets and additional internal zip 
pocket. Adjustable waistband.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

VALBERG
Warm sweater with a high zip up 
turtleneck. Even, durable weave. 
Olive yarn with a decorative fine 
blend of yarns in various colours. 
High quality Merynos wool is pre-
dominant in the composition (58%). 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

OSLO
Short collar sweater fitted with  
a zip. knitted fabric made from 
100% wool, with a fine, soft finish. 
Dark green colours with  
a fine olive blend.  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

MOORE II
Short collar sweater fitted with a zip on all its length.  
Fine weave from a durable yarn, combines the advantages  
of wool and acrylic. Loden (100% wool) trimmings on shoulders, 
elbows and pocket edges. Front pockets with zips.  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

THORN II
Short zip up collar, stylish  
trimmings from lighter shade  
of suede on elbows, shoulders  
and collar. Durable yarn, warm  
and soft to the touch, combination 
of wool and acrylics.  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

THORN II
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FIRE FLANNEL SHIRT
Comfortable flannel shirt combining 
mellow shades of red, brown and orange. 
Traditional cut, chest pocket. Softened 
fabric, durable and pleasant to the touch, 
featuring the advantages of cotton (70%) 
and polyester. Sizes: S (37/38), M (39/40), 
L (41/42), XL (43/44), 2XL (45/46), 3XL 
(47/48), 4XL (49/50), 5XL (51/52).

OAK FLANNEL SHIRT
Flannel shirt with a fine check pattern  
in typical hunting colours. Softened fabric, 
durable and pleasant to the touch.  
Chest pocket on the right side. Faux antlers 
buttons. The fabric features the advantages 
of cotton (70%) and polyester.  
Sizes: S (37/38), M (39/40), L (41/42),  
XL (43/44), 2XL (45/46), 3XL (47/48),  
4XL (49/50), 5XL (51/52).

VERMONT SHORT, LONG
Long and short sleeve shirts, made from high density fabric containing Modal 
fibres. Very pleasant to the  touch, spacious structure. Green and black colour 
blend. A decorative suede patch on the chest pocket. Sizes: S (37/38), M (39/40), 
L (41/42), XL (43/44), 2XL (45/46), 3XL (47/48).

Modal is a high-tech cellulose fibre, produced from the wood of deciduous trees. 
It is very pleasant to the touch and skin-friendly. It can absorb about 50%  
of moisture more than cotton. Thanks to a smooth surface of fibres, the fabric 
retains its characteristic softness and elasticity, even after several washes.

SAHARA SHORT, LONG
Bright colour and anti-UV finish (UPV20+) make the shirt perfect for summer 
heatwaves, as it lets through only 5% of UV radiation. Soft and durable fabric  
efficiently extracts moisture. Shirt available in short or long sleeve.  
Sizes: S (37/38), M (39/40), L (41/42), XL (43/44), 2XL (45/46), 3XL (47/48).
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BARIBAL
Shirt fitted with soft lining in check pattern. Outer layer is 
made from a durable cotton „Ripstop” type fabric. Chest 
pocket with a flap. Reinforcement from brown suede sewn 
on the right shoulder . Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.

ROE BUCK MEN
ROE BUCK LADY
Elegant white cotton shirt. Roe buck head 
stitched on the placket and faux antlers 
buttons provide distinctive hunting features. 
Durable fabric. Composition: 100% cotton. 
Men sizes: -height: 164-170, 170-176,  
176-182, 182-188, 188-194 cm; collar:  
from 39 to 46cm (every 1 cm).  
Ladies European sizes:  
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48.

BARIBAL
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TREE MEN, TREE LADY
Series of underwear made of durable and elastic high density yarn, with Modal 
as dominating component. Very pleasant to the body, efficiently absorbs and 
extracts moisture to the outside. The series include long sleeve shirt and leggings 
available in Men and Lady versions.  
Men sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL;  
Lady Sizes: S, M, L.

CALIFORNIA MEN, CALIFORNIA LADY
Summer T-shirt, which may be used as a regular T-shit or as a thermoactive 
under shirt. When folded takes up very little space. The composition compri-
ses of nylon fibres sourced from processed coffee beans (46%).  
The addition of Spandex (8%) and special weave make the T-shirt particularly 
elastic and it stretches in all directions. Thanks to unique fibres the T-shirt 
dries very quickly, protects from UV rays, limits the appearance of unpleasant 
smell and cools the body. Available in MEN and LADY, beige or olive colours. 
MEN sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL;  
LADY sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

CALIFORNIA
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1. GEAR THERMAL MUG 
A combination of a vacuum bottle and a thermal mug. Volume 400ml.  
Easily opened by pressing the button, air-tight seal. Vacuum walls made  
of stainless steel. Designed for car cup holders.
2. AMMUNITION BELT 
10 cm width belt, holding 25 cartridges. 3DX camouflage fabric. Soft filling,  
regulated waist, durable materials.
3. IRON RUCKSACK 
Comfortable hunting rucksack, with 3DX camouflage inserts. Long opening  
provides easy access to the inside of the rucksack. 30 litres capacity with 
possibility to increase to 38 litres. Spacious and durable external mesh pockets. 
Anatomically formed shoulder straps, profiled stiffened back guarantees  
maximum comfort and back ventilation.
4. CAR WEAPON CASES 
Felt gun cases designed to transport weapons in a car, suspended on front 
headrests. Width 120cm, sewn on zipped pockets, combination padlocks  
on both sides. Available in two versions: holding one or two guns.

5. THERMAL INSULATING SEAT
Lightweight, foldable thermal insulating seat pads. 
Unfolded size 42x26cm. Soft filling featuring high 
insulation parameters. Rubber band, convenient latch 
allows strapping the pads to a rucksack or belt loop. 
Fabric with a membrane in 3DX or Fire camouflage.
6. RELAX DOG BED
Double sided dog bed with 3DX camouflage fabric. 
Zippered, easy to maintain outer shell. Polyurethane 
granular filling contained in ligofil interlining.  
Available with brown or green edging.  
Sizes: L (70x55 cm), XL (90x70 cm), 2XL (110x80 cm).
7. CALM DOG BED
Double sided dog bed with elevated rim, 3DX 
camouflage fabric. Removable, easy to maintain shell. 
Polyurethane granular filling contained in ligofil  
interlining. Available with brown or green edging. 
Sizes: L (100x85 cm), XL (120x85 cm).
8. IRON PROTECTORS
Gaiters protect the space between the leg and boot 
from snow, water and mud. Fabric with Orttex  
membrane. Front zip covered with a flap,  
hook to attach to laces. Regulated strap to fasten 
under the shoe. Drawcord at the top to adjust girth. 
Available in three versions: (3DX, Fire, Olive).  
Universal size, front length: 40cm.
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ZENITH II GTX
Resistant to damage, lightweight boots designed for all-day trekking use in various  
conditions. The upper is made of oiled 1.8mm nubuck, secured with a rubber rand. Wa-
terproof Gore Tex® membrane lining. Vibram® Plume Hiking Eva sole provides secure grip 
and reduces abrasion. The IMS system stiffens the sole absorbing the irregularities; the 
Harmonic Lasting system provides optimal boot geometry fit, reducing the chance  
of grazing. Polyurethane injection molded midsole, nylon stiffening 4-6mm insole with micro 
porous material. A pair of 42 size boots weighs 1320g. Available sizes: 39-45.

AKU- is a leading Italian producer making high quality hiking boots. The history of the 
company is based on many years of experience in the prestigious handcrafting of footwear. 
The company is renowned for introducing an innovative method of fusing the Gore-Tex® 
membrane to produce fully water resistant footwear. Despite referring to tradition and local 
inspirations, AKU aims at active development and strives to strengthen its position on 
subsequent markets. Currently, the company runs two large factories which produce  
200 thousand pairs of shoes annually with worldwide distribution.

CONERO NBK GTX 
Durable hiking boots, medium hardness, made from high quality 1.8mm nubuck. Water resistance 
is guaranteed by Gore Tex® membrane. Nylon stiffened 4-6mm Vibram® Fourà EVA insole provides 
appropriate grip and control in various terrain conditions, reduces the feeling of terrain unevenness. 
Securing rubber rand around the whole boot, stiffened heel. A pair of 42 size boots weighs 1310g. 
Available sizes: 39-45.

SLOPE GTX 
Strong soft hiking boots,one of the lightest in their category. This model has been produced 
for 25 years, but constantly improved. Especially recommended for long-lasting activities 
out in the open, connected with work or active leisure. The upper is made from suede 
leather, lightweight and durable AIR8000® material. Water resistance is guaranteed by 
Gore Tex® Performance Comfort membrane. Appropriate grip, even on slippery surfaces, 
is guaranteed by Vibram® Erica Everest sole. Insole: Custom Fit 152, midsole Die Cut Eva. 
Size 42 weighs 1050g. Available sizes: 36-47.

NEMES FG GTX 
Lightweight casual shoes designed for a wide range of use. They ensure high comfort 
of use while hiking out in the open, urban and leisure usage. Made from 1.8mm grain 
leather. Water resistant thanks to Gore Tex® Performance Comfort membrane. Vibram® 
Mega Grip sole ensures perfect grip. Eva lining, formed Eva midsole and 1.5mm nylon.  
A pair of 42 size men shoes weighs 940g.

TRIBUTE II GTX, TRIBUTE II GTX WOMEN’S
Medium hard hiking boots, available in men and ladies versions. The upper is made of high quality 
2mm leather featuring high resistance to mechanical damage. Lining with Gore Tex® Performance 
Comfort ensure water resistance without limiting the extraction of moisture. Vibram® Sendera 
sole guarantees perfect grip on various types of surfaces. Removable Eva insole, thermoplastic 
polyurethane finish. Very lightweight. A pair of 42 size men boots weighs 1300g. Available sizes: 
MEN 39-45; LADIES 36-39.
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BELLAMONT SUEDE GTX
Lightweight all-purpose casual shoes, suitable for various types of activities, also 
for urban environment. The Bellamont model is finished manually, and each pair 
is marked with a unique cobbler’s sign. Made from high quality nubuck, leather 
lining. Gore Tex® Performance Comfort membrane ensures high rate of water 
resistance, Vibram® Predator II Ecostep sole provides proper grip, and IMS1 
midsole guarantees comfort of everyday use and appropriate feel of the ground. 
Toe and heel are fitted with rubber reinforcement. Eva insole, Double Density Die 
Cut Eva midsole of two densities. A pair of 42 size shoes weighs only 860g.

THERMOACTIVE SOCKS

1. SUMMER PRO
Summer socks, combining the advantages of cotton, COOLMAX fibres and lycra. 
Very elastic, the socks ensure optimal fit without applying excessive pressure. 
Quick extraction of moisture from the surface of the foot. Recommended for use 
with boots fitted with membranes in summer period.

2. UNI LINE
All year socks, on the inside partly finished with frotte fabric. The socks extract 
moisture well. Recommended during active rest and long term field work espe-
cially with shoes fitted with a membrane. A combination of cotton, Coolmax and 
Lycra. A pattern of wood grouse is woven on the side.

3. UNI PRO
All year socks, on the inside finished with frotte fabric. Specially designed areas 
fitted in mid-foot and ankle enable improved fit of the sock. Non-pressure band. 
Socks combine the advantages of cotton, Lycra and spandex. Work well in shoes 
fitted with a membrane. A pattern of hare is woven on the side.

4. PRO LINE
Warm winter socks, combining the advantages of merynos wool, THERMOLITE 
fibres and lycra. The socks insulate thermally well and extract moisture from the 
surface of the foot. Recommended for use with boots fitted with membranes. A 
pattern of a deer head is woven on the side.

5. WINTER HIGH
Above-the-knee height winter socks. A wide cuff keeps the sock in place well 
without applying excessive pressure on the calf. A combination of the advantages 
of merynos wool, THERMOLITE fibres and lycra. The socks insulate thermally 
well and extract moisture to the outside. Recommended for use with boots fitted 
with membranes. A pattern of a boar’s head is woven on the side.
European sock sizes: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46.

BELLAMONT SUEDE GTX
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